What do I need to do to move nursery stock to Nevada from another state?
Depending on the origin state and the variety of plants, there are different requirements. Some varieties are prohibited in Nevada. Review our exterior quarantine list for more details.

What is required to ship plants out of state?
Depending on the destination state and the variety of plants, there are different requirements and/or certifications while some varieties of plants are prohibited. Review the destination state’s regulations and quarantines on plant material. Check individual state restrictions with the National Plant Board.

What is required to move houseplants across state lines?
States have varying requirements for incoming plants and might not allow your household or landscape plants to enter. If you are planning a move from Nevada to another state and want to take plants, check the National Plant Board website for current state regulations.

I am currently transporting nursery stock from a different state and have been stopped at the border station. Can someone from the Nevada Department of Agriculture inspect my nursery stock at this time?
Stock should be inspected at the point of origin, before attempting to leave that state.

What are the special requirements for shipping nursery stock to California?
Along with a state phytosanitary certificate (required for shipping to any state), California also requires nursery stock comply with restrictions for Ozonium Root Rot (Clark County only) and other exterior quarantines.

Contact Nick Bieser at nbieser@agri.nv.gov or 702-668-4569 with questions.